Career Posting Form
Job Information
Employer Name: McKinley Studios
Job Title: Intermediate Architect
Location(s): Vancouver, BC
Website Address: https://www.mckinleystudios.com/

AAA Member : ■ Yes

 No

Job Type (F/T or P/T): FT
Expected Start Date:

Job Description

Intermediate Architect
Location: Vancouver Studio
About McKinley Studios
McKinley Studios continues to grow. We are looking for Intermediate Architects to join our Vancouver studio. The
intermediate architect will participate in all phases of a project, from feasibility studies to contract documentation
and construction administration. McKinley Studios has a unique interdisciplinary structure that brings interiors,
architecture, furniture design, branding, strategy, and art consulting to every project. As a result, our culture is one
of exploration, creativity and intense collaboration. A practice based on curious creativity and rigour, we believe
design excellence comes from finding balance and inspiration as professionals. This is the foundation to our
Anytime Anywhere program - a progressive hybrid studio/WFH model which encourages flexibility and adaptability
for our team members.

Career Posting Form
Qualifications & Skill Sets
About You
You are a humanist. You crave collaboration, creativity and dialogue. You are a well-rounded generalist and have
experience working within both large and small project team environments on mid to large projects. On smaller
and less complex projects types, you have had experience working directly with the client, consultant and AHJ.
You have strong design and building code fundamentals and are either registered or actively working towards
registration in an earnest and rigorous manner. You are driven to creating disproportionate impact in our world
through design and collaboration.
Qualifications
- 5-7 years of experience with mixed-use, multi-family and hospitality projects
- Exceptional design acumen and nuanced design sensibility
- Strong technical abilities with a commitment to ongoing development of technical and detailing skills
- Are software-agnostic but at minimum proficient in Revit, Sketchup, Rhino and Adobe suites on a windows
platform
- Are a critical and exploratory thinker bringing design solutions to the table
- A degree from an accredited post-secondary institution in Architecture
- Registered or eligible to be registered with the AIBC
Your Submission
We request that qualified applicants send a resume and portfolio by email to: getintouch@mckinleystudios.com

Contact Information
(Please indicate any documents which applicants are required to submit, i.e. portfolios, cover letter, etc)
Your Submission
We request that qualified applicants send a resume and portfolio by email to:
getintouch@mckinleystudios.com

